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University students as a younger generation who equip with the advanced 
scientific and cultural knowledge are the builders and successors of the motherland in 
the future. They are also the candidates to be absorbed by the party organizations in 
colleges and universities. However, the process of join the party is complicated, and 
the number of students which growth fast in every year made things worse. The 
traditional way based on artificial management is not suitable to deal with party 
members’ information anymore. Using computer technology instead of artificial way 
to complete the information management task is the trend of the development of 
information management technology. If we can build a computer software system for 
the party members’ information and take the whole process of student party member 
development into account, it will promote working efficiency of related department 
greatly and reduce the labor intensity of staff at the same time after the system having 
been put into operation. The party members’ information management system of 
Guangxi arts institute is designed and developed for the purpose.  
This dissertation introduces the background and meaning of the party members’ 
information management system of Guangxi arts institute development at first, and 
researches the current situation of development of related fields at home and abroad 
and introduces the technology which has been used in the system building at the same 
time. Then, we give the detailed requirement analysis base on the actual situation of 
our college. At last, we design and implement this system. The party members’ 
information management system of Guangxi arts institute can deal with the whole 
process of student party member developing, range and manage the daily party affairs 
and publish information to users. 
The party members’ information management system of Guangxi arts institute 
make computers to deal with the party affairs which is done by artificial originally, 
which improve the staff’s working efficiency and reduce the chances of errors 
dramatically. The operating of the system improve the information level of the college 
















college party affairs. 
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